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Executive Summary
The Townscape Heritage Initiative (THI) programme in Great
Yarmouth aimed to undertake a comprehensive economic and
physical regeneration of the historic King Street and Deneside area of
the town, through a series of linked cultural interventions. Central to
this was the repair, development and extension of St George’s Chapel
as a high quality new cultural facility renamed as "St George’s Arts
Centre" and then “St George’s Theatre”. This central project was to be
accompanied by the repair and renewal of a number of historic
buildings in the conservation area together with the delivery of training
and a programme of artist residencies within the community.

In addition to St George’s Theatre 25 properties in private ownership
on King Street were identified for potential inclusion in the THI
scheme. The intended approach was to award grant aid as a
contribution towards the full cost of repairs using the most appropriate
conservation techniques and materials.

This evaluation report was commissioned in September 2018 and
submitted in November 2018 to form part of the final project reporting
of this ten year Townscape Heritage Initiative. The task was to utilise
data gathered during the course of the programme together with desk
research to compile data relating to the current activity at St George’s
Theatre and other projects. In addition to this interviews were
conducted with representatives from Comeunity, SeaChange Arts, St
George’s Theatre and Great Yarmouth Preservation Trust.

The Great Yarmouth Preservation Trust (GYPT), in conjunction with
Great Yarmouth Borough Council (GYBC) took the decision to acquire
three vacant and at risk buildings within the THI area and develop
these for repair and economic reuse. In doing so properties, previously
in the private sector, were restored and brought into public ownership
for a range of uses including art gallery, workshop spaces, community
centre and office accommodation for charitable trusts.

The funding application to HLF specified outputs and outcomes against
which the THI programme aimed to demonstrate ongoing progress and
achievements. This evaluation details and reports on these outputs
and outcomes as well as reflecting on benefits for heritage, people and
communities. It also considers project management as well as the lead
organisation’s approach to evaluation throughout the project.

Prior to the commencement of this programme the King Street area
had a badly rundown appearance and was trapped in a cycle of
decline. While inward migration had brought a new sense of vibrancy
and multiculturalism this had not been accompanied by physical
improvements to the townscape. This project intended to break this
cycle by offering financial assistance to property owners to support
repair and economic reuse of buildings requiring intervention.

While it was not expected that all these projects would come forward
for a grant, for reasons mostly relating to the national economic
situation, only five properties benefitted from this approach. Set to fail
through not reaching the targets initially set, the scheme was in need of
a revised way of working.

However, the process of acquisition, survey, business planning,
specification, tender and repair proved time consuming and added
significantly to the length of the scheme which was initially due to
complete in 2014.
The programme was further challenged by the impact of significant
changes to senior management structures at the Borough Council.
This contributed to what could be seen as a loss in organisational
memory and commitment to the programme at a senior officer level
within the authority.
However, due to the commitment of the Project Manager, the
significant support and vision provided by GYPT and the flexibility of
the funder a number of historically significant properties and
architectural features have been restored, community assets and jobs
have been created and the built environment of this historic street
enhanced.
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Programme
Intentions
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Background
The project aim as described in the original 2008 submission was to
undertake a comprehensive economic and physical regeneration of the
historic King Street and Deneside area of the town, through a series
of linked cultural interventions. Central to this were proposals to repair,
develop and extend the use of St George’s Chapel (until 2006 used as
a theatre) as a high quality new cultural facility named "St George’s
Arts Centre" alongside a number of historically important buildings in
the neighbouring King Street area.
The renovation of St George's would be accompanied by the repair
and renewal of a number of historic buildings in the conservation area
together with the delivery of training and cultural activity within the
community.
In the five years leading up to the initial 2008 submission to the
Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) the King Street area had attracted
significant interest from new and emerging communities in the town
presenting an eclectic array of cultures including those from Portugal,
Lithuania and Poland. This brought a renewed sense of vibrancy to the
street and provided a physical space which created a dialogue
between new and existing communities fostering a growing sense of
community cohesion.
King Street itself, though full of potential, had a badly run down
appearance. A number of historically important buildings were in poor
repair, vacant and boarded up or in marginal use. Formerly a thriving
retail area, changing patterns of demand led to a cycle of decline. This
project intended to break this cycle by offering financial
assistance to property owners to support repair and economic
reuse of buildings requiring intervention, following principles
previously established through the Townscape Heritage Initiative
Scheme and the SHARP project.

Repairs Notices and CPO's were not enough when many of the
buildings had substantial conservation deficits. Owners didn’t have the
funding necessary to undertake considerable repairs which in many
cases exceeded the value of the property. Even during a rising market
property values in this area did not reach the national average. A
falling housing market compounded the problems of disrepair and
neglect making significant grant assistance necessary.
The vision for the King Street area was part of a wider strategy for the
town, complimenting other initiatives and major economic incentives
including a new outer harbour - a project by the East of England
Development Agency (EEDA), Great Yarmouth Borough Council
(GYBC), and the Port Authority that aimed to increase the trading
potential of the town and create opportunities for long term structural
change to the local economy.

The THI project was also to be delivered alongside a wider
regeneration project of the King Street and Deneside area, the overall
aim of which was to establish the area as the focal point for arts and
culture activity in the Borough and to complement and enhance the
emerging multicultural atmosphere. An intended outcome was that the
investment would attract new uses, including retail, restaurant and
other commercial activity, into the street. A feature of this wider
scheme was a new pavilion to be constructed next to St George’s
Theatre on the adjoining St George’s Plain, providing commercial and
"front of house" facilities to the renovated venue.
It was further proposed, subject to consultation, to upgrade the public
realm by pedestrianizing the area, resurfacing paths and implementing
traffic management measures. To maintain the historic authenticity of
the area, quality natural materials were used throughout.

The condition of many of the buildings meant that urgent intervention
was essential. Statutory legislation alone in terms of Urgent Works,
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St George’s Chapel
151 King Street

148 King Street

135 King Street

33 King Street,
1-3 St George’s
Plain
134 King Street

133 King Street

122 King Street

112 King Street
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THI Common Fund, Outputs, and Outcomes
The THI Common Fund totalled £3,565,573 and consisted of the following partner funding allocations:

CABE’S Sea Change Programme

£375,683

EEDA

£350,000

Great Yarmouth

£337,412

English Heritage

£250,000

£252,478

HLF

£2,000,000

Borough Council
Norfolk County Council

Capital Projects
A long list of critical and priority buildings on King Street were identified for inclusion in the THI scheme to undergo full
comprehensive repair using the most appropriate conservation techniques and materials. In some cases this would involve the
reversal of inappropriate late 20th century interventions.
A large proportion of the Common Fund investment was allocated to the repair and adaptation of the centrepiece building, the
Grade I listed St George's Chapel, following the Society of Ancient Buildings philosophy of "repair as found" and "minimal
intervention".
St George’s Chapel, owned by the Borough Council, is one of the Borough’s most important historic buildings. However this
Grade 1 Listed building was one of the few remaining listed buildings in the Borough scheduled by English Heritage as "at
risk". Converted on a low budget to theatre use in 1974, it was no longer able to be used for any public purpose and required
substantial repair and adaptation. The THI programme recognised and set out to realise the potential for a renovated chapel to
become a major cultural facility in the diverse multicultural community.
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Intended Outputs and Outcomes
The funding from HLF was awarded following a two stage application process.
The following target outputs and outcomes were identified within the Stage 2 bid submitted in 2009.

Target Outcomes and Benefits for People and Communities
Activity

Benefit

Historic building repairs, landscaping and
highways enhancement, public open space
and quality environment.

A more attractive living and working
environment.

Jobs will be created through the St George’s
element of the project, together with job
creation in other retail and commercial
buildings repaired and reused.

Job creation and economic regeneration.

Target Outputs for Heritage
Number of buildings
repaired

27

Vacant floor space
brought back into use

12,486 square meters

Number of traditional
shop fronts restored

14

Number of buildings
removed from the “At
Risk” register

7

Number of architectural
features reinstated

7

Source: St George’s and King Street Townscape
Heritage Initiative Scheme, Stage ii Bid, 2009.

Business start up training will assist with the
creation of sustainable bids.
Jobs will be created and safeguarded within
the construction industry.
Jobs will also be created within the creative
industries through the development of the area
as a ‘cultural quarter’.
Repaired and reinvented St George’s as a
New places where community can meet and
community art centre together with the new
take part in activity.
build ‘pavilion’ and enhanced public open
spaces. A proposed creative industries
incubator and satellite buildings to St George’s
along King Street for community use.

Above: 135 King Street, before restoration
Table continues overleaf...
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Target Outcomes and Benefits for People and Communities (cont.)
Activity

Benefit

St George’s and all other buildings within the THI scheme will be made Physical and intellectual access to all.
to be accessible to all. Intellectual access will be gained through various activities and events including workshops and internet.

A number of activities including community events delivered through
Enabling people to learn about heritage.
SeaChange Arts and Comeunity (a Great Yarmouth community development organisation) will enable people to explore and learn about
their heritage. The Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan
(published July 2009) will be accessible as a free document and via the
Borough Council’s website.
A Conservation Area Working Group will be set up made up of elected
members, community representatives and other stakeholders.

Community participation in managing the conservation area .

A range of training activities will form a very key part of the scheme.

Increased training opportunities to improve skills and
knowledge .

Working with other Council departments the THI scheme will ensure
that all residential units created meet the highest housing and energy
efficiency standards.

Providing quality housing.

Through the proposed training activities together with the intended use Integration and community cohesion.
of repaired buildings it is hoped that this could foster community
cohesion.
Source: St George’s and King Street Townscape Heritage Initiative Scheme, Stage ii Bid, 2009.
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Methodology for
Evaluation
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The Stage 2 Bid defined the intended approach to evaluation as:
•
•

•

Scheme evaluation beginning at the development stage with the
collection of information and data.
A progress report evaluating and reviewing the scheme to be
presented to the Board biannually to form the basis of the final
evaluation of the scheme.
The biannual report will also provide a valuable management tool
for the Board and the Project Team.

Much of the data collected during the programme delivery was
quantitative, including financial inputs, physical outputs in term of
number of buildings renovated, square meterage of floor space
brought back into use and so forth. This was augmented with
qualitative data on aspects of the capital programme and
accompanying training and cultural activity.
The biannual reports referred to above were not however produced in
a format that was available to contribute to this final evaluation.
This evaluation report was commissioned in September 2018 to form
part of the final project reporting of this ten year Townscape Heritage
Initiative project.
The task was to present numerical data alongside a narrative to
describe the impact of the initiative. Impact is measured in terms of:
•

Direct outputs in terms of number of buildings renovated, number
brought back into use, changes in use, jobs and volunteering
opportunities created.

•

Improvements to the visual aspect of the townscape.

•

Reported changes to sense of safety and social amenity.

•

Quality of life improvements.

Above: Exterior St George’s Chapel
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Data gathered during the course of the ten year programme was
utilised alongside desk research to present numerical
information on outputs and outcomes. A limited evaluation had
been undertaken at intervals during the programme delivery
period. Data and information from these reports was drawn on to
inform this evaluation. Information on expenditure, funding,
outputs and outcomes was gathered from periodic progress
reports and programme monitoring returns along with
information provided directly by the Programme Manager.
Regular meetings with the Programme Manager added detail
and confirmed our interpretation of the data.
Visual changes were assessed from before and after
photographic evidence. Visits to a number of premises were
also undertaken.
Additional information was gathered from interviews with key
stakeholders including Comeunity, SeaChange Arts, St
George’s Theatre and the Great Yarmouth Preservation
Trust. Survey data from resident surveys undertaken before,
during, and on completion of the programme was utilised to
obtain insight into changes in perceptions of safety and sense of
community.
St George’s Theatre is the centrepiece of this programme,
representing the largest investment and the most significant
public building. The long term sustainability of the Theatre, and
with it the security of the investment, is dependent on a viable
business model. As such we present a more detailed
assessment of the operation of the theatre. This is based on an
analysis of the annual Charity Commission Return, the business
plan prepared prior to opening and interviews with the current
Creative Director.

Left: Interior Staircase in 133 King Street before repair.
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The broad targets identified above were broken down and developed into the specific outputs and outcomes set out in the evaluation
section of the stage two bid and reproduced below. It is against these that the THI programme set out to demonstrate ongoing progress
and achievements and which this evaluation reports on.
No.

Output

Measure

Evaluation

A1

Number of buildings repaired

Measured through
ongoing survey work by
the project officer

Consult with owners and consider benefits and impact.

A2

Square metre of buildings
repaired

Measured through
ongoing survey work by
the project officer

Consult with owners and consider benefits and impact.

A3

Number of architectural
features reinstated

Measured through
ongoing survey work by
the project officer

Consult with owners and users of the area to consider benefit and impact.

A4

Number of buildings removed
from the buildings at risk
register

Measured through
ongoing survey work by
the project officer

Consider against local, regional and national trend, consider deadweight and
benefits.

A5

Number of vacant properties
brought back into use

Measured through
ongoing survey work by
the project officer

Consult with owners, tenants and users, consider new use of buildings and
sustainability.

A6

Number of activities run during
the scheme

Record of number of
activities

Explore each activity and consult with providers and users and consider the
benefits and relevance for the users and to the projects.

A7

Number of people attending
activities

Record of number of
people

Consult with users and collect data about the experience.

A8

Number of training days

Number of people
attending training events
and number of hours of
training provided

Consult with providers and users and consider the benefits and relevance for
the users and to the project. Has this activity enabled users to benefit.

Table continues overleaf...
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No.

Output

Measure

Evaluation

A9

Jobs created

Created directly through the Consult with new employees and employers. Consider against local,
project.
regional and national statistics.

A10

The number of users at Saint
George’s

Measured through ticket
sales and ongoing usage.

Consult with users and consider the users experience. Explore levels of
cultural offer which otherwise might not be experienced.

A11

Number of new business
establish in the area.

Measured by Borough
Council Economic
Development Section

Consult with owners and users of the area to consider benefit and impact.

A12

Number of existing business
supported in the area.

Measured through advice
Consult with existing business and explore how the support has benefited
provided by Borough
the business. Consider how the overall benefits of the scheme have affected
Council and other agencies. the business.

A13

Number of properties brought
up to “Decent Homes” standard

Measured by survey as
defined by CLG “warm
weather proof and with
reasonably good facilities”.

Consult with tenants and the Council’s Housing Team to consider benefits.
Explore housing statistics around “Decent Homes” standards and
deadweight.

A14

The level of private sector
investment stimulated by the
project

Measured through analysis
of the total projects costs

Consult with Economic Development Section consider economic benefits of
the scheme.

A15

Comparative measure of traffic
speeds and flows, pedestrian
footfall, cycle usage

Measured through ongoing
highways survey work

Consult with users and highway engineers. Consider long term traffic
management issues and Conservation Area Management Plan.

A16

Customer satisfaction surveys
of the built environment

Measured through analysis
of ongoing surveys of
residents and visitors
perceptions

Consult with Comeunity Team and consider social benefits of the scheme.

A17

Change in local satisfaction with Measured through the
place and community cohesion analysis of ongoing surveys
of residents perceptions

Consult with Comeunity and consider social benefits of the scheme.

Source: St George’s and King Street Townscape Heritage Initiative Scheme, Stage ii Bid, 2009.
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Project List
Alongside these defined outputs
and outcomes a long list of
potential buildings to be included
in the final scheme was drafted.
This was based on a Conservation
Area Appraisal which identified St
George’s Chapel as the single
Critical Project. St George’s is a
Grade 1 Listed, substantial and
prominent building with potential to
deliver a number of outcomes
influencing the regeneration of the
area and the town and was
considered fundamental to the
success of the scheme.

A number of Priority Projects were
also identified through the Area
Appraisal. These were historic
buildings in considerable need of
repair, and in many cases vacant
and neglected. The following
table lists these critical and priority
properties and the outputs and
outcomes each project was to be
evaluated against:

Project
Number

Project Name

Brief Description

Intended
Outcomes

THI-1

St George’s
Chapel

Chapel of Ease (1714) by John Price. Redundant in
1957 and converted to Theatre use in 1974. St.
George's Chapel appears in the English Heritage
building at risk register. The Bell Tower is
supported by structural scaffold and building
requires full and comprehensive repair of the
historic fabric, including wood, masonry, bell tower
and joinery.
Vacant with projected reuse as a theatre and
community arts venue.

A1, A2, A3,
A4, A5,
A9, A10,
A11, A16,
A17

THI-2

39 and 40 King
Street

Substantial Victorian Gas showrooms and offices.
In need of considerable internal repair and
reordering to achieve sustainable end use. Vacant.

A1, A2, A3,
A5, A9,
A11, A14,
A16, A17

THI-3

48 King Street

A 19th Century corner building with accommodation
above and with inappropriate windows and a poor
shop front requiring full and comprehensive repair
of the historic fabric including roof, windows and
Masonry and conversion to commercial reuse.

A1, A2, A3,
A5, A12,
A13, A14,
A16, A17

THI-4

49 King Street

A 19th Century shop with accommodation above
requiring some fabric repair and reinstatement of
appropriate shop front.
Ground floor shop with accommodation above.

A1, A2, A3,
A5,
A12,A13,
A14, A16,
A17

THI-5

50 King Street

Repairs and enhancement of this 19th Century
A1, A2, A3,
house converted to shop and poorly converted back A5, A12,
to a house in the late 20th century. Residential.
A13, A14,
A16, A17
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Project
Number

Project Name

Brief Description

Intended
Outcomes

THI-6

112 King Street Full and comprehensive repair of historic fabric of
an early 17th century house converted to a public
house in the 19th century, to include roof, windows
and important internal architectural features
including 17th century painted fire surround.

A1 A2, A3,
A4, A5,
A12, A14,
A16, A17

THI-7

121 King Street Repair and enhancement of 19th Century house
with 20th century shop front and an older
smokehouse/Warehouse to the rear. Previously
used as a shop with residential flat above and
vacant to the rear.

A1 A2, A3,
A4, A5,
A12, A14,
A16, A17

THI-8

122 King Street Early 17th century fabric with 18th century rebuild
and 20th century intervention. In need of full and
comprehensive repair of historic fabric together with
window replacement and replacement shop front.
Laundrette ground floor, vacant above.

A1, A2, A3,
A4, A5,
A12, A13,
A14, A16,
A17

THI-9

123a King
Street

Substantial repairs to a pair of late 18th
century houses converted to shops, including
fabric, window replacements, shop front
enhancements. Previously used as shop with
vacant flat above.

A1, A2, A3,
A4, A5,
A11, A13,
A14, A16,
A17

THI-10

124 and 125
King Street

A prominent building comprising house with retail
below dated 1854. 19th century shop front fascia
but most of the 20th century inserts. Requires
comprehensive repair, roof repairs, window repairs,
fabric and Masonry repairs.
Ground floor Shop. Vacant above.

A1, A2, A3,
A5, A12,
A13, A14,
A16, A17

THI-11

128 and 129
King Street

Early 19th century property with poorly designed
late 20th century shop front and accommodation
above. In need of full and comprehensive repair
and enhancement work including a new shop front.

A1, A2, A3,
A4, A5,
A11, A12,
A14, A16,
A17

The Old White Lion Public House at 112
King Street was in desperate need of
renovation. The roof (above) was in
severe disrepair, and several historic
features needed to be restored,
including the 17th Century fire surround
(below).
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Above: 136 King Street

Project
Number

Project Name

Brief Description

Intended
Outcomes

THI-12

130 King Street An 18th Century house with crude 20th century
shop front inserted in poor condition and in need of
a full and comprehensive repair including roof and
masonry. Previously used as a ground floor shop
with vacant accommodation above.

A1, A2, A3,
A5, A11,
A13, A14,
A16, A17

THI-13

133 King Street A 17th century house with attached warehouse to
the rear, remodelled in the 18th century and with a
19th Century shop front insertion. The shop front
was boarded up and in need of repair and repairs to
the masonry, chimney and roof. Vacant shop,
residential above.

A1, A2, A3,
A5, A11,
A13, A14,
A16, A17

THI-14

134 King Street Early 19th century property with poorly designed
late 20th century shop front and accommodation
above. In need of full and comprehensive repair
and enhancement work including a new shop front.

A1, A2, A3,
A4, A5,
A11, A12,
A14, A16,
A17

THI-15

135 King Street A mid 17th century house upgraded in 1830 and
with a crude 20th century shop front. Early
attached warehouse to rear. In need of full and
comprehensive repair especially to the rear
warehouse. Used as shop with vacant
accommodation above.

A1, A2, A3,
A4, A5,
A11, A12,
A14, A16,
A17

THI-16

136 King Street An 1830 house with poor 20th century shop front
requiring window and joinery repairs, shopfront
enhancement removal of concrete tiles. Used as
restaurant with residential above.

A1, A2, A3,
A5, A11,
A13, A14,
A16, A17

THI-17

145 King Street Former St. George's Church rooms (1891). Facade
and interior of Interest, the rest of the building is a
post 1945 rebuild. Repairs to fabric, terracotta,
masonry and joinery.
Vacant.

A1, A2, A3,
A4, A5,
A11, A12,
A14, A16,
A17
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Project
Number

Project
Name

Brief Description

Intended
Outcomes

THI-18

149 and
150 King
Street

Former Brunswick Hotel (1850) with poor 20th
century inserted flat roof and infill
facade. Requires full and comprehensive repair
to entire fabric. Vacant.

A1, A2, A3, A5,
A7, A13, A14,
A16, A17

THI-19

38 King
Street

Early 19th century house in need of some
localised masonry and joinery repairs.

A1, A2, A3, A5,
A11, A13, A14,
A16, A17

THI-21

148 King
Street

18th century house converted to offices requiring
comprehensive repair to roof, chimney and
masonry.

A1, A2, A3, A5,
A11, A13, A14,
A16, A17

THI-22

151 King
Street

Mid 19th century building with shop and
residential accommodation requiring structural,
window and shop front repairs.

A1, A2, A3, A5,
A11, A13, A14,
A16, A17

THI-23

57 and
58 King
Street

19th century building with 20th century additions
in need of restoration of architectural features.

A1, A2, A3, A16,
A17

THI-24

131 King
Street

18th century house with earlier 17th century
fabric. The building was neglected for many
years. In need of restoration of architectural
features. Vacant.

A1, A2, A3, A16,
A17

THI-25

47 King
Street

Prominent 19th century corner building with
accommodation above with good 19th century
shop front. In need of some local repair and
enhancement and restoration of architectural
features.

A1, A2, A3, A16,
A17

THI-26

142 King
Street

Early 19th century with 20th century shop front
requiring restoration of architectural features.

A1, A2, A3, A16,
A17

THI-27

1-3 St
George’s
Plain

Mid 18th century house requiring localised
masonry and joinery repairs. Retail and
residential.

A1, A2, A3, A16,
A17

THI-20

Above: 40 King Street
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Achieved
Outputs and
Outcomes
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“

A CONSERVATION-LED regeneration scheme has come to an end
after successfully transforming one of Great Yarmouth's most historic
quarters.
The £4m Townscape Heritage Initiative (THI), centred on the King
Street and St George's area, started in April 2012 with the aim of
lifting the area through the repair and viable reuse of historic
buildings.
Some of the precious buildings were on the tipping point of rapid
deterioration, meaning the scheme has also saved for future
generations some important gems of the Borough's Cultural
heritage.
The scheme, led by Great Yarmouth Borough Council, has
achieved all its aims, with all funding now allocated. It was funded
through a number of sources, including the Heritage Lottery Fund
and the Borough Council, with Great Yarmouth Preservation Trust,
a registered charity, acting as a key partner.
Darren Barker, the Borough Council's Principal Conservation Officer, who is also the Trust's Projects
Director, said: "King Street is one of the best and most interesting historic streets in the region, and one
of the benefits of the THI has been to raise Great Yarmouth's profile as a heritage hotspot, which is great
for the local economy.
Source: https://www.great-yarmouth.gov.uk/article/2859/Conservation-led-regeneration-scheme-

”
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Priority Building Renovation and Reuse
The project set out to offer financial assistance to owners of the 25 priority properties
identified above to support the repair and economic reuse of these buildings with the
anticipation that only proportion of these would come forward for a grant. In the event
only five properties benefitted from this approach, a lower number than anticipated.
These are detailed in the following pages. While the circumstances that prevented
property owners coming forward varied, the underlying economic and social context
was a key reason for the scheme needing to take a different path. Unlike the Great
Yarmouth THI Scheme (2002-07) which was delivered in a period of national economic
growth, the St George’s and King Street THI coincided with a period of economic
decline and austerity. Grants were not being taken up by third party owners for
reasons related to the national economic situation and the lack of funding from banks
to provide the required match funding.
The need for a revised way of working was identified. The Great Yarmouth
Preservation Trust (GYPT), in conjunction with GYBC took the decision to acquire
vacant and at risk buildings within the THI area and to develop these schemes for
repair and reuse. The GYPT is well respected for its work and has a history of joint
work with the Borough Council. It was well placed to acquire vacant and at risk
buildings and to apply for grant assistance from the THI scheme in order to carry out
repairs and take forward the THI programme. The proposal was agreed by the board
of trustees with each individual building separately considered and only taken forward
if robust business planning for a viable and sustainable end use was shown.
Permission to start for each building was also acquired from HLF.

•

The economic downturn resulted in banks
not providing the loans to the private sector
property owners to enable them to acquire
the match funding needed to draw down
Common Fund grant.

•

Property owners refused to engage with the
project and receive grants offered yet
undertook their own programme of repairs.

•

Property owners refused financial
assistance while also neglecting
properties. In some cases where the state
of the building enabled enforcement action
to be taken.

Funding to purchase three buildings, 133, 135 and 33 King Street (also known as 1,2,3
St George's Plain) was in the form of a loan to GYPT from the Borough Council. Each
loan was taken to the Council's Cabinet with the condition, once repaired and brought
back into use, each property would generate sufficient income to service the loan and
the long term management and maintenance of the building.
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Building Projects Delivered
Of the 26 critical, priority, and reserve properties identified nine
were taken forward through the initial or revised scheme. This
section provides further detail of each of these projects
together with a consideration of the delivery and its impact and
outcomes for heritage, people and communities.

1-3 St George’s
Plain
133 King Street

112 King Street

135 King Street

122 King Street
134 King Street
148 King Street

151 King Street

Properties Grant Aided from the
Common Fund matched with
Private Sector Investment

Properties Purchased by
the Preservation Trust
and Grant Aided
through the Common
Fund

St
George’s
Chapel

“

This approach has a number of
positive benefits and outcomes. It
secures and maintains the
important historic building stock
of the town, it generates
sustainable and viable uses for
vacant buildings and makes a
significant contribution to the
regeneration of King Street.
- Darren Barker, Project Manager,
GYPT
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”

The development of St George’s Chapel was the centrepiece of the THI scheme. The project
delivered the complete repair and refurbishment of the Grade I Listed building, which dates
from 1714. Wider project funding also changed the road layout and hard landscaping of the
public realm creating St George’s Plaza alongside the creation of the sympathetically designed
St George's Pavilion.
The aim of the scheme was to not only remove a vulnerable and historic building from the At
Risk Register but to create a public facility which would provide extensive opportunities for
community engagement in cultural activities. The Theatre was intended to reopen in February
2012 but construction delays and dispute between the contractor and the client about the
adjacent pavilion forced the reopening back to October 2012.

Funds
Spend: £4,335,171
Grant Awarded: £1,884,669

Critical Project

St George’s Chapel

The scheme was designed by Hopkins Architects.

Assumptions
As the central project to the whole THI scheme, the restoration of a Grade 1 Listed Building
on the At Risk Register the scheme aimed to transform a derelict building into a major high
quality new cultural facility in a fine and adaptable building serving the diverse multicultural
community. Through this and the adjacent newly built pavilion the facility would:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attract skilled workers
Broaden and extend the visitor offer of the tow
Improve the night time economy
Target niche markets
Encourage inward investment
Provide opportunities and spaces where the community could meet and take part in
activity.
Strengthen community cohesion
Generate high quality job opportunities
Deliver a considerable number of outcomes which directly influence the regeneration of
the area and the town.

Source: St George’s and King Street Townscape Heritage Initiative Scheme, Stage ii Bid, 2009.
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Targets

Target Outputs

Outputs Achieved

A1

Number of Buildings Repaired

Full Building Repair

A2

Square Metre of Buildings Repaired

6925m²

A3

Number of Architectural Features Reinstated

27

A4

Number of buildings removed from the buildings
at risk register

One building removed from At Risk Register

A5

Number of vacant properties brought back into
use

Having stood derelict for a number of years the building reopened as a
public venue in October 2012

A6

Number of jobs created

Currently the venue employs five full time equivalent posts.

A7

Number of users of St George’s

In 2017/18 attendances recorded through Box Office sales totalled
12,834. Further tickets were sold to ‘walk up’ customers but currently
the theatre does not record these sales. Further attendances would
have been generated through activities in the Cafe. Again, these
numbers are not currently recorded.

A9

Number of new businesses established in the
area

The venue now operates as a charitable trust with a trading subsidiary
company associated to the catering facility operating from pavilion
providing bar, cafe, front of house and an additional venue for
community use.

Critical Project

St George’s Chapel
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External Factors
Theatre Fit Out and Facilities
A dispute between the contractor and the client
overseeing the build of the pavilion not only delayed
the opening of the venue but resulted in a lack of
handover. This has left practical problems with the
venue’s heating, plumbing and doors which remain
ongoing issues.

Business Development
A Business Plan, dated December 2010 set out the financial, operational
and artistic model recommended and included a number financial
assumptions.
“Summary - The business model has been created to produce a small
surplus each year, given support from Capacity Building Funds during years
2011-2013. We assume that the business consolidates between Years
2013-2015 as start-up funds are withdrawn and that it produces increased
surpluses and more arts programming activity during Years 2016-2020.”

Critical Project

St George’s Chapel

Source: St George's Business Plan, revised December 2010

Addressing the restoration from a heritage perspective
while adapting the building to be flexible to enable it to
accommodate a range of uses has imposed
compromises and challenges on its primary use as a
theatre. The limited external lighting, signage and lack
of physical link between the two buildings has a
negative impact on audience experience. Additional
issues including lack of raked seating, large dressing
rooms, kitchen, foyer area in the auditorium and theatre
lighting bars all add challenge to venue operation.

On completion of the capital works the Borough Council contracted the St
George’s Trust through a Service Level Agreement providing a £200,000
management fee over four years, £80,000 in year one and £40,000 for the
three subsequent years, as recommended in the Business Plan. Further
initial funding was provided from the Geoffrey Watling Charity, Norfolk
County Council Arts Fund and a Capacity Building Fund to support set up
costs and enable the organisation to establish an operational model which
generated sufficient revenue to sustain the operation with reduced subsidy
in the longer term.
Those responsible for overseeing the venue’s operations and programming
between 2012 and 2017 had previous operational experience but not the
level of experience required to address and overcome the challenges of
audience development in an economically deprived community and to
develop and to implement the business model during a financial
downturn. As such the capacity building funding was not utilised to its
fullest advantage. It was not until 2017 when an experienced Creative
Director was appointed part time to oversee programming that an audience
development plan was implemented. However, this was at the time when
the service level agreement with GYBC was coming to an end, resulting in
the venue having a clear strategy for community focused audience
engagement and development but an uncertain future with regard to
financial subsidy and no reserves to draw on.
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Business Development (cont.)
The following figures are taken directly from St
George’s Annual Charity Commission Return and
demonstrate the level of disparity between the
predicted financial outturn as described in the
summary above and the actual
figures. Consequently the Trust now finds itself in
a very difficult financial position.
St George’s Trading Profit / Loss
2015

2016

2017

Profit/Loss

-483

3085

1080

Turnover

82276

90826

94791

03/2012 03/2013 03/2014 03/2015 03/2016

03/2017

income
voluntary

91143

189082

118162

78700

75475

63734

trading

0

775

272

1727

3268

2619

investment

6

14

38

29

30

13

charitable
activities

0

44676

152355 174065

210952

166379

total

91149

234547

270827 254521

289725

232745

trading

0

1978

909

615

charitable
activities

56429

179418

297740

254883

Critical Project

St George’s Chapel

expenditure
4690

958

246188 309339

In 2016, supported by the Arts Council, GYBC
governance
1497
4091
5919
4694
4026
4747
commissioned a Cultural Strategy for the Borough,
This identified St George’s as “a notable jewel in
total
57926 185487 256797 314991 302675 260245
terms of location and potential” and recommended
profit/loss
33223 49060
14030 -60470 -12950
-27500
the newly formed Cultural Board work with the Arts
Council and a firm of consultants appointed to
balance c/f 913 34136 83196
97226
36756
23806
-3694
review the business plan. This review aimed to
understand what support the Borough Council
needed to provide, including a small but reducing
amount of funding whilst the business improvement plan was being developed and implemented. It further recommended that an
audience development plan be commissioned. When completed, the author was invited to take on the role of Creative Director to
oversee programming and community engagement.
Concurrent with the business plan review, GYBC brought in a further team of external consultants to undertake a further
organisational review.
Both firms of consultants recognised that, owing to outstanding financial commitments, further grant funding would be required to
sustain the business, although the two reports differed in the level of funding required as each was based on different assumptions,
income/expenditure projections and anticipated rates of turnaround.
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Project Impact
The repair and refurbishment of this significant Grade 1 Listed
building has made a major positive impact to the townscape. The
restoration of St George’s Chapel is recognised as an exemplar of
conservation practice and craftsmanship. The project won the RIBA
Conservation Award, The Georgian Group Best Re-Use of a Building
Award, the WA Best Restoration of a Building Award, and a Heritage
Angel Award Commendation.
While the venue is struggling financially it has in the last 15 months
made significant progress engaging with the community. Community
groups are now central to the audience development work and a
number of groups now use the venue on a weekly basis including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Great Yarmouth Community Trust
Mancroft Advice Project
St George’s Community Singers
St George’s Youth Theatre
St. George's Players
Film Workshops delivered by Cinema City

The last 15 months have proved that there is a need for a community
theatre in the area and the most successful shows have been those
involving youth groups and local amateur performers as well as initial
pilot projects indicating interest in arts and wellbeing projects.
In addition to the opportunities for children and young people
included above the theatre has recently expanded its youth audience
by offering:
•
•
•
•

St George’s Arts Academy
A Theatre Summer School
Dedicated school panto shows
Work experience placements

Other groups use the venue for larger events and
conferences, these include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SeaChange Arts
Great Yarmouth Preservation Trust and Cultural
Heritage Partnership
Norfolk Music Hub
Great Yarmouth Town Centre Partnership
Norfolk Community Foundation
Yarmonics Festival
Great Yarmouth Annual Arts Festival
BBC New Comedy and Music Nights
National Theatre Live Screenings

Critical Project

St George’s Chapel

Further partnerships are being developed with local
businesses on a small scale but this has started to generate
modest sponsorship.
The volunteer programme brings in 30 dedicated individuals
who run the box office and support front of house. The
theatre participated in Heritage Open Days in 2018 for the
first time and a volunteer produced a heritage leaflet to
enable visitors to access information on the building’s
history.

The Audience Development Plan also focuses on increasing
the night time economy and cultural tourism to diversify the
audience base. However, a commercial summer season
was trialed in 2018 and having made a loss has indicated
the primary focus of the audience development should be on
local communities, building from the community engagement
work underway and detailed above. This will take time to
build.
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Number 33 King Street (former Fatso’s restaurant) is a Grade II Listed building. The building
occupies an important corner site in King Street and significantly affects the setting of the
Grade I listed St George’s Theatre and Plaza. The property was placed on the market in 2016
but failed to make its reserve price. GYBC loaned GYPT £130,000 to purchase the building.
GYPT used the remaining HLF THI funding to undertake the renovations.
Jeremy Stacey was the appointed architect and the contractor was Quinn Construction.

Assumptions
The building will house a mix of tenants to provide income sufficient to repay the loan
used to purchase the property and provide a reserve for future maintenance.

Funds
Spend: £350,000
Grant of £164,110
With the remaining funds being
provided by GYBC through the
Ship and Sharp Scheme which
supported residential
accommodation provision and
direct funding from GYPT

Priority Projects

33 King Street, 1-3 St George’s Plain

Archaeological Dig
An archaeological dig was carried out by Cathy Mijatovic in one of the fireplaces, all
the items found were catalogued with a report written about it. Mijatovic’s findings
can be found in the following report: http://www.greatyarmouthpreservationtrust.org/
media/cms_page_media/73/AMATEUR-ARCHAEOLOGICAL-TEST-PIT-4.pdf
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Targets
Target Outputs

Outputs Achieved

A1

Number of Buildings Repaired

Project due for completion by end of October 2018

A2

Square Metre of Buildings Repaired

480m²

A3

Number of Architectural Features Reinstated

17

Priority Projects

33 King Street, 1-3 St George’s

Project Impact
The change of approach in project delivery, has seen a vacant
building repaired and adapted to accommodate three separate
units:
•
a 4 bedroom family residential unit (This was not identified
as a target outputs for this property in the original scheme
Stage 2 bid.)
•
office accommodation potentially for use by St George’s
Theatre or another local charity
•
office accommodation for use by the Sue Lambert Trust.

The third unit will be occupied by the Sue Lambert Trust, a
charity which supports survivors of sexual abuse. The position
of this property, directly opposite the Neighbourhood Centre will
enable the charity to forge important partnership links with the
wider community support services provided at 135 King Street.
It is too early to assess whether the income assumptions will be
realised.

King Street is well served by single bedroom dwellings, this
project presented opportunity to widen the housing offer through
the incorporation of a four bedroom family unit and as such
increasing the diversity of the resident population.
The spaces for use by St George’s Theatre will support the
operations of the venue assuming a mutually affordable financial
arrangement can be found.
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133 King Street is a late 17th Century merchant’s house with attached warehouse. This Grade
II Listed building was converted to a shop and accommodation in 1885. The building was
purchased by GYPT in 2012 for repair and reuse as an art gallery and artists' studios, with
building works being completed the end of May 2014. Due to the repairs made, the building
was successfully removed from the Buildings at Risk Register. Jeremy Stacey was the
appointed architect and the contractor was Wellington Construction Ltd.
The project was also used as a training initiative to help tackle the acute skills shortages within
the town. Apprenticeships delivered by Wellington Construction Ltd and Great Yarmouth
College were offered to two trainees who had previously volunteered with the Trust on its
earlier Cemeteries project. The building was officially opened by Viscount Coke on the 16th
June 2014 with an exhibition of modern prints by renowned artists and a tour of the whole
building, including the studios and residential accommodation.

Funds
Spend: £1,044,323
Grant of £542,668
with the partnership funding
provided by GYBC and GYPT

Priority Projects

133 King Street, Skippings Gallery

Assumptions
The inclusion of and development of 133 King Street in the THI project would contribute
towards meeting the following broad outcomes for people and communities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jobs will be created within the creative industries through the development of the
area as a ‘cultural quarter’.
A proposed creative industries incubator and satellite buildings to St George’s
along King Street for community use.
New places where community can meet and take part in activity
A range of training activities will form a very key part of the scheme
Increased training opportunities to improve skills and knowledge
Providing quality housing
Integration and community cohesion

More specifically the conservation project would deliver a professional gallery created
on the ground floor, and four artists’ studios for rent in the former warehouse to the rear,
plus the creation of one three-bedroom residential unit and one single-bedroom livework unit, combined with one of the studios.
Two of the Trust’s buildings conservation apprentices would also work on the project,
helping to develop a local pool of conservation skills, which are much-needed in the
Borough.
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Targets
Target Outputs

Outputs Achieved

A1

Number of Buildings Repaired

1

A2

Square Metre of Buildings Repaired

600m²

A3

Number of Architectural Features Reinstated

18

A5

Number of Vacant Properties Brought Back into Use

1

A11 Number of New Businesses Established in the Area

4 - Gallery Space, Two Artist Studios, One Residential
Studio Unit.

A13 Number of Properties Brought up to ‘Decent Homes’ Standard

2 residential units (one 3 bedroom, one studio)

A14 Level of Private Sector Investment Stimulated by the Project

0

“

Priority Projects

133 King Street, Skippings Gallery

The studios at 133 King Street and the gallery will be available on favourable terms, because we are keen to
encourage creative enterprise to King Street, a Conservation Area near the town centre with a range of
outstanding historic buildings and a growing leisure quarter with restaurants and the recently refurbished St.
George’s Theatre.
- Bridget Heriz, Sculptor

”
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External Factors
The necessary changes to the project delivery away from grant aiding private sector owners to the purchasing of properties by
the Preservation Trust for repair and to create new uses has enabled this specific project to embrace the overarching project
outcomes for people, communities and heritage. GYPT have worked with a range of partners in the delivery of exhibitions and
creative workshops and made the spaces available to a range of community groups and events.

Project Impact
The appointed architect held a consultation event with the local
artist community prior to building works commencing. This gave The development of the gallery is still in the early stages and so
opportunity for artists to comment on design proposals for the
its true potential as a cultural tourism attraction and community
gallery and studio spaces and engage with the project from the
arts space is yet to be fully realised.
outset. International artist John Kiki held a one-man show in the
venue before the works started, providing visitors with the
chance to view recent paintings, along with an opportunity to see
the premises and learn more about the project. This also raised
the profile of the intentions of the project amongst the wider
community.

Priority Projects

133 King Street, Skippings Gallery

Since opening, the artist community have been great supporters
of the gallery. Many have returned to host solo or collaborative
exhibitions. This has contributed to the further development of a
visual arts community in the town and the sense of a ‘creative
quarter’ alongside the development of the nearby Time and Tide
Museum, The Drill House and St George’s Theatre. The gallery
space is also used for other creative and community activities
including meeting spaces and workshop activity. While being a
destination in its own right it is a key venue during the town’s
festivals and events.
The one bedroom studio unit is now occupied by a practicing
artist. Of the artist studio spaces created one is rented to a local
artist, and another is currently being used for a project focusing
on the Great Yarmouth Rows, funded through the Great Places
scheme.
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GYPT purchased 135 King Street in September 2013. The building is well known in Great
Yarmouth as the long-standing Howkins Jewellers.
135 King Street is a mid-17th century former merchant’s townhouse, probably with the
shop front rebuilt in 1830. Earlier flint and brick on the side elevation in the Row is probably
16th century. The rear façade has two 17th century gable projections and the interior has
early beams including a 16th century reeded bridging beam. A Grade II Listed building on
the Buildings at Risk Register, 135 King Street, with its clear evidence of 16th century
fabric, provides a good example of how a building has evolved over many centuries.
Jeremy Stacey was the architect and Wellington LTD took the project, under the
supervision of the GYPT, to transform the derelict building into a new set of offices as well
as a new community centre. On completion the building was removed from the At Risk
Register, and is now in full use.

Funds
Spend: £1,500,000
Grant of £297,243
with the partnership funding
provided by GYBC and GYPT

Priority Projects

135 King Street

During the renovation the Trust discovered extensive 18th century panelling hidden under
hardboard, still painted in its original colours. Behind this is even older original painting,
which has been examined by professional conservators Merike Kallas, Lecturer, and Eva
Tammekivi, MA Student, from the Conservation Department at the Estonian Academy of
Arts, and Jean Lambe and Chris Pickup, MA Students from Crick Smith, University of
Lincoln. The conservators were able to stop the deterioration of the painting, and were able
to date the painting to 1650.

Assumptions
The inclusion and development of this large prominent building on King Street in the THI
project would contribute towards meeting the following broad outcomes for people and
communities:
• New places where community can meet and take part in activity
• Providing quality housing
• Integration and community cohesion
More specifically the conservation project would deliver a central accessible location for
the Neighbourhood Centre placing it directly into one of the most deprived wards in
England.
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Targets
Target Outputs

Outputs Achieved

A1

Number of Buildings Repaired

1

A2

Square Metre of Buildings Repaired

600m²

A3

Number of Architectural Features Reinstated

12

A5

Number of Vacant Properties Brought Back into
Use

1

A11

Number of New Businesses Established in the
Area

1

A12

Number of Existing Businesses Supported in the The property is now used for
Area
the ‘Neighbourhood Centre’
and provides office
accommodation for the
GYPT.

A14

Level of Private Sector Investment Stimulated by 0
the Project

Priority Projects

135 King Street

Left: Artwork created
by art student Melissa
Alaoui as part of her
‘layers of life’
animation about the
history of 135 King
Street.
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External Factors
As with 133 King Street, the necessary changes to the project approach, away from grant aiding private sector owners, to GYPT
purchasing properties to repair and create new uses for has enabled this specific project to embrace the overarching project
outcomes for people, heritage and communities.
Without such intervention the identification and preservation of the historic paintings found during restoration works by the Project
Manager would most likely not have had the positive outcome enjoyed - very few people would have recognised the significance
and age of the paintings and they would most likely have been lost.

Project Impact
The Comeunity Neighbourhood Centre, now housed within this
property is an important service, providing support to some of
the most vulnerable members of the community. Within the
Neighbourhood Centre a team of community workers are based
and engage with local people, listen to ideas, link people into
services and activities as well as offer practical support to start
community projects.
Unlike a corporate Council office the shop fronted building is
proving intellectually accessible to the community with at least
12 new people calling in weekly to seek advice or support. The
Community Development workers feel they are more easily
approached by individuals than if they were based in a building
which presents them as Local Authority Officers.
The Neighbourhood Centre provides public internet access
points. This services brings local residents into the venue and
can help initiate contact with support workers. This is an
important local service in a community where high percentages
of residents do not have any other means of web access

The building also provides office space for the GYPT, enabling
Conservation Officers to be located within one of the most
historic buildings and street in the town and able to engage with
the resident and business community which populates the street
on a daily basis.

Priority Projects

135 King Street

The change of approach in project delivery, has enabled the
creation of four residential units - two 2 bedroom units and two 1
bedroom units. This was not identified as a target outputs for
this property in the original scheme Stage 2 bid.

Left: The
restored 17th
Century Wall
Paintings.

When the Sue Lambert Trust is resident in 33 King Street,
across the street from 135, it will begin to create a hub of local
support services.
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Conversion of a 15th century, grade II*-listed former pub to provide five much-needed
residential units. This project was undertaken by a private owner, with grant assistance
from the THI scheme.

Target Outputs

Outputs Achieved

A1

Number of Buildings Repaired

1

A2

Square Metre of Buildings Repaired

900m²

A3

Number of Architectural Features Reinstated

14

A4

Number of Buildings Removed from the At Risk
Register

1

A5

Number of Vacant Properties Brought Back into
Use

1

A12

Number of Existing Businesses Supported in the 1
Area

A14

Level of Private Sector Investment Stimulated by £924,852
the Project

Funds
Total Budget: £1,324,852
Grant of £400,000

Priority Projects

The White Lion,112 King Street

In addition to the above outputs the project also created four 3 bedroom residential units
and one 2 bedroom residential unit. This was not identified as a target output for this
property in the original scheme Stage 2 bid. Currently accommodation units are on the
market, no clawback is possible as the scheme was completed over 5 years ago.
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Early 17th century fabric with 18th century rebuild and 20th century intervention. In need of
full and comprehensive repair of historic fabric together with window replacement and
replacement shop front. Laundrette ground floor, vacant above. This work was undertaken
by a private owner, using THI grant assistance.

Target Outputs

Outputs Achieved

A1

Number of Buildings Repaired

1

A2

Square Metre of Buildings Repaired

225m²

A3

Number of Architectural Features Reinstated

4

A4

Number of Buildings Removed from the At Risk
Register

1

A5

Number of Vacant Properties Brought Back into
Use

1

A12

Number of Existing Businesses Supported in the 2
Area

A13

Number of Properties Brought up to ‘Decent
Homes’ Standard

A14

Level of Private Sector Investment Stimulated by £27,300
the Project

Funds
Total Project Cost £43,000 (Phase 1)
Grant of £25,800
Total Project Cost £23,000 (Phase 2)
Grant of £12,900

Priority Projects

122 King Street

1 three bedroom unit
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Restoration of a 19th century, Grade II-Listed building for residential use, with the addition
of a replacement shop front which is in keeping with the building's historic character. This
work was undertaken by a private owner, using THI grant assistance.

Target Outputs

Outputs Achieved

A1

Number of Buildings Repaired

1

A2

Square Metre of Buildings Repaired

430m²

A3

Number of Architectural Features Reinstated

9

A4

Number of Buildings Removed from the At Risk
Register

1

A5

Number of Vacant Properties Brought Back into
Use

1

A11

Number of New Businesses Established in the
Area

1

A12

Number of Existing Businesses Supported in the 1
Area

A14

Level of Private Sector Investment Stimulated by £125,909
the Project

Funds
Total Project Cost £215,010
Grant of £89,101

Priority Projects

134 King Street

In addition to the above outputs the project also created one 3 bedroom residential unit. This
was not identified as a target outputs for this property in the original scheme Stage 2 bid.
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An 18th century house converted to offices requiring comprehensive repair to roof,
chimney and masonry. Work was undertaken by a private owner, using THI grant
assistance.

Target Outputs

Outputs Achieved

A1

Number of Buildings Repaired

1

A2

Square Metre of Buildings Repaired

600m²

A3

Number of Architectural Features Reinstated

11

A5

Number of Vacant Properties Brought Back into
Use

1

A11

Number of New Businesses Established in the
Area

1

A13

Number of Properties Brought up to ‘Decent
Homes’ Standard

0

A14

Level of Private Sector Investment Stimulated by £78,338
the Project

Funds
Total Project Cost £97,591
Grant of £19,253

Priority Projects

148 King Street
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A mid 19th century building with shop and residential accommodation requiring structural,
window and shop front repairs. This work was undertaken by a private owner, using THI
grant assistance.

Target Outputs

Outputs Achieved

A1

Number of Buildings Repaired

1

A2

Square Metre of Buildings Repaired

600m²

A3

Number of Architectural Features Reinstated

4

A5

Number of Vacant Properties Brought Back into
Use

1

A11

Number of New Businesses Established in the
Area

1

A13

Number of Properties Brought up to ‘Decent
Homes’ Standard

Five 3 bedroom, three 2
bedroom and two 1
bedroom residential units

A14

Level of Private Sector Investment Stimulated by £293,215
the Project

Funds
Total Project Cost £362,215
Grant of £33,000

Priority Projects

151 King Street

Above: ‘After’ image showing
repairs to roof, masonry, chimney
and windows.
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Training
Funds
£32,528 from the THI Common
Fund.

Assumptions
A partnership between the GYBC and Great Yarmouth College
would be established through the opportunity provided by the
investment into the historic building stock, to provide training for up
to 180 students in the construction department in traditional skills
and materials.
Employees of contractors working on the programme would be
provided with appropriate training in conservation of ancient
buildings leading to improved skills and knowledge in the sector.

Training

Training was recognised as a vital element in the success of the scheme and for the
continued long term maintenance of the Conservation Area. From the outset it was
recognised that there was lack of education and training in the building sector of noninvasive repair techniques. Instead, contractors were using practices which threatened the
integrity of historic buildings from insensitive repairs, alterations, additions, and
demolitions. Training was planned to be delivered on several levels and included training
in conservation and traditional building techniques and materials, heritage skills, business
start up, language training, event management, and community arts through an artist in
residence programme (see section below). The following expectations were set out in the
original application below and refined in the Stage 2 application:

the historic built
environment.
Proposed business
start-up training would
support those taking on leases on newly repaired and enhanced
retail and commercial units and would help ensure the
sustainability of such businesses. Business start-up training would
also assist with the creation of sustainable bids.

Events management and technical production for Open Air Events
training would provide a basic introduction to the running and
A series of conservation workshops were proposed for owners,
management of outdoor events for up to 40 people and would
builders and professionals and The Society for the Protection of
Ancient Buildings (SPAB) were to consider holding training events ensure a local skills base for the sustainability of the project.
in Great Yarmouth. This was to include a SPAB training weekend
that would follow a week long conservation festival in the King
English language training would be provided through an existing
Street area.
Language School that would extend its operation into 148 King
Street thus providing ‘on the doorstep’ education to local migrant
workers and thereby increasing employability and connectivity in
Training would be provided to the Council’s employed and
contracted workforce to improve skills and knowledge and enable the community.
the adoption of appropriate conservation methods and techniques
for repair and maintenance.
Volunteer opportunities were expected to be created in
collaboration with the Comeunity Working Neighbourhoods Fund
providing volunteering work with the historic building environment
Associated with this training, it was proposed to run a series of
and the arts.
learning events for local residents to learn about King Street and
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Training
Targets
Outputs Achieved (data provided by project manager)

A6

Number of activities run
during the scheme

•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to the repair of old buildings training course (SPAB)
Routine maintenance course (SPAB)
Events management course.
Heritage skills (lost skills)
Language Skill - not delivered
Business Start Up training - not delivered

A7

Number of people
attending activities

•
•
•

Introduction to the repair of old buildings and routine maintenance training courses
(SPAB) were provided to over 200 students form Great Yarmouth College. Six long term
unemployed people participated as did 33 other Great Yarmouth residents.
Events management course was attended by 12 people.
Wish You Were Here heritage conference was attended by 206 delegates

•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to the repair of old buildings training course (SPAB) – 4 day workshop
Routine maintenance course (SPAB) – 2 day workshop
Events management - 5 day workshop
Heritage skills (lost skills) – 14 days workshop
Conservation Conferences (Wish you were here) 1 day

A8

Number of training days

Training

Target Outputs
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Training
Project Impact

The training provided included historic building methods in masonry
and lime, flint and stone, damp and decay, timber frames, joinery and
carpentry, thatching, lime plastering, surfaces and finishes.
A presentation covering the conservation work of Great Yarmouth
Preservation Trust and Great Yarmouth Borough Council created
opportunities for the young people to discuss conservation issues with
Darren Barker, THI Project Manager.

Training

The programme website reported that a 3 day training course to
engage young people with traditional building skills was delivered at
Great Yarmouth College on 19th - 21st October, 2011. The programme
was designed and implemented with programme partners The Society
for Protection of Ancient Buildings and funded through the Heritage
Lottery Fund.

Apprenticeships were offered to two trainees who worked previously
with the Trust on its Cemeteries Project, successfully gaining skills and
experience in masonry, lime mortar, surveying and recording. The two
apprentices transferred to the THI programme to work on 133 Kings
Street undertaking a further 2 year apprenticeship in carpentry,
including the repair of traditional sash windows nad historic joinery.
These apprenticeships were delivered by Wellington Construction Ltd.
and Great Yarmouth College. Before training both had been
unemployed for several years.
The conservation and heritage training received some positive
coverage in the local media.
Through the delivery of the historic restoration training programme a
partnership with Gt Yarmouth College now known as East Coast
College was established. This relationship continues today and
through it students are involved in further HLF funded projects
including the Rows, Waterways, Cemeteries and Hopton Ruined
Church.
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The project aimed to deliver a professional led cultural/arts project to contribute
strongly to reinforcing a sense of place and provide excellent new opportunities
and a quality environment for the local community and visitors.
The Arts Development arm of GYBC, SeaChange Arts, were contracted to project
manage a series of five artist residencies. Each artist utilised a different medium
(film, photography, projection, creative writing and digital technologies) and
worked both individually and with local people to creatively document the
renovation and building works and the impact this had on the residents of King
Street.
Completed works and works in progress were exhibited, screened and performed
at the opening of St George’s Theatre. Work was also presented through
www.thi-project.org (website no longer live) and www.seachangearts.org.uk
(content no longer available).

Funds
£47,472 from the THI Common
Fund

Artist Residencies

Artist Residencies

A community play titled Cafe dos Sonhos was produced and performed in St
George’s Theatre in October 2012. The play features real life interviews from
people who were born in Great Yarmouth and those who have moved to the area
and made it their home. The project aimed to unify and engage residents through
stories that are unique to the area. The creation of the performance brought
together members of the community to form St George’s Community Theatre
Company.
An art exhibition titled The Street of Stories featured work inspired by memories of
King Street and its community. Work was exhibited in three local venues; St
George’s Theatre, the Time and Tide Museum and 133 King Street Gallery (as it
was then known). Students from Norwich University of the Arts and Great
Yarmouth College worked alongside the professional artists to create the
exhibition. The exhibition also included early work from the project featuring
writing created with Mind service users, as well as sound recordings from
community members connected with King Street as residents, employment or
visitors.
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Targets
Target Outputs

Outputs Achieved (data provided by project manager)

A6

Number of activities run during the scheme

53 workshops and performances, 69 artist contract days

A7

Number of people attending activities

1456 community participants

External Factors

Artist Residencies

Artist Residencies

As digital technology has rapidly progressed during the life of the
project the format on which much of the works generated has
become out of date and obsolete. As a consequence some of the
presentation of the work is no longer available publicly although a
printed box set of the final images of St George’s Theatre and
writing created in response to these images is available to the
community in Great Yarmouth Library.
The production of a community play under the artist residencies
programme led to the establishment of St George’s Community
Players led by the play director and then employee of the
Theatre. The group ceased to exist after this individual left his role
at the Theatre but has recently been re-established as the St
George’s Players under the same leadership and as part of the
Theatre’s new approach.
Key individuals involved in other aspects of the outputs generated
by the artist residencies have moved away from the town and with
them the significance of the works produced lost.
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Project Impact
The creative project did receive an amount of coverage in the local
media through calls for interviewees and project participants as well as
‘good news’ stories as works began to be presented to the public. This
helped keep a positive profile to the wider THI project when works on
the street were causing the inevitable disruption to traffic and
pedestrian movement.
While some of the physical outputs generated by the project are no
longer available publicly the process of generating them will have
impacted on the individuals engaged in their production, though direct
evidence of this is not available. Students from Norwich University of
the Arts (NUA) and Great Yarmouth College were able to participate in
workshops alongside practicing artists while local resident communities
were able to contribute to the project at a time when the King Street
area was going through a great deal of physical change. Workshops
included sound recording of stories and for the documentation of
community memories, and the creation of Super 8 images. Students
from NUA were able to work alongside professional artists curating and
installing the final exhibition giving them valuable experience.

Artist Residencies

Artist Residencies

Assumptions
The artist residencies would engage with local people to
contribute to the creative documentation of the renovation
and building works and the impact the capital works had on
the local community.
The stage 2 bid referred to an Artist in Residence being
commissioned to develop a community arts project based on
the unique Row system. This would draw attention to the
Rows and explore their historic names, and the crucial role

they play in linking the Middlegate Estate to King Street and
St George’s. It would also consider how they can be made to
feel more welcoming.
Volunteer opportunities were expected to be created in
collaboration with the Comeunity Working Neighbourhoods
Fund providing volunteering work with the historic building
environment and the arts.
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Summary of Combined Outputs and Outcomes
Assumptions
Combined Funds
Total Spend on Building Projects: £9,297,662
Total Common Fund Grants for Building Projects:
£3,469,573
Eligible Building Project Cost: £5,917,183

Summary

The capital investment into this part of the conservation area would act
directly to repair and conserve a number of significant listed buildings
and other historically interesting buildings. The project would be a
catalyst for conservation led regeneration not only in the immediate area
but also the whole conservation and surrounding areas. A focused,
concentrated and prolonged repair and enhancement campaign in this
geographically localised area would have significant benefits on the
historic built environment as well as important social economic benefits.
A professional led cultural and arts project would contribute strongly to
reinforcing a sense of place and provide excellent new opportunities
and a quality environment for the local community and visitors.

Training, Artist Residencies, Evaluation: £91,000

The delivery of a training programme would contribute a vital element in
the success of the scheme and for the continued long term maintenance
of the conservation area.

External Factors
Written in August 2009, the Stage 2 bid set out a narrative of social
and economic deprivation describing the declining economy and high
levels of unemployment, particularly seasonal unemployment with
winter unemployment rates consistently amongst the highest local
authority areas in the country. The decline in fishing together with
the long term decline in other industries including food processing
and tourism had led to a long term decline in employment
opportunities particularly in winter months. Average earnings in the
Borough were consistently below the Norfolk, East of England and
UK rates.
The THI area is located in the Nelson ward and crosses three of the
five lower super output areas (LSOAs) in the ward. All five were in
the 10% most deprived LSOAs in the country in the 2007 index of
multiple deprivation, with the Nelson ward identified as the most
deprived in the East of England.

Projected improvements to the townscape of the THI area were
described in the bid. One assumption behind the THI programme
was that socio-economic benefits would be derived from
improvement to the townscape.

The intervening years have largely been defined politically and
economically by the economic downturn, austerity and the
accompanying reduction in local government funding with its impact
on discretionary spend. Any impact of the THI programme on the
area must be judged against the context of overall reduced finances,
fluctuating unemployment and the growth of insecure employment
and growing trends in poverty and deprivation. Further, the
intervening years have seen a growth in inward migration, building on
that described in the Stage 2 bid, and largely into the low skill, low
paid sector and driven, in part, by low property values.
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Summary of Combined Outputs and Outcomes
Outputs Achieved (data provided by project manager)

A1

Number of buildings repaired

9

A2

Square metre of buildings repaired

11,360m²

A3

Number of architectural features
reinstated

116

A4

Number of buildings removed from the
buildings at risk register

5

A5

Number of vacant properties brought
back into use

9 including 33 King Street which was in use at time Stage 2 bid was submitted
but failed to sell at auction during the later stage of the project.

A6

Number of activities run during the
scheme

128

A7

Number of people attending activities

1,907

A8

Number of training days

26

A9

Number of Jobs Created

5

A10

Number of Users of St George’s

12834+

A11

Number of New Businesses Established
in the Area

10+

Summary

Target Outputs
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Summary of Combined Outputs and Outcomes
Outputs Achieved (data provided by project manager)

A12

Number of existing businesses
supported in the area

6

A13

Number of Properties Brought up to
‘Decent Homes’ Standard

24

A14

The level of private sector investment
stimulated by the project

£1,466,000

A15

Comparative measure of traffic speeds
and flows, pedestrian footfall, cycle
usage

Data Unavailable

A16

Customer satisfaction surveys of the built No surveys to assess customer satisfaction of the built environment have been
environment
completed. However, local Community Development workers report that while
some people consider King Street to still be a bit rundown, others consider it to
be ‘the nicest street in the town’. The accolades granted on completion of St
George’s Chapel are an endorsement of the projects success.

A17

Change in local satisfaction with place
and community cohesion

Summary

Target Outputs

Prior to the submission of the Stage 2 application a residents survey was
undertaken by the Comeunity team to gauge public views and perceptions on the
local area. The questions asked within the 2008 Comeunity survey were
repeated to a smaller sample in 2017. The report was not published but
Community Development Officers verbally reported that this was because
responses remained exactly the same as in 2008. Both surveys demonstrated
polarized views of respondents on their perception and thoughts on the area.
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Combined Project Impact
Wider Impact on the Built Environment

Socio-Economic Changes
The population of the Nelson ward has grown from c.8,300 in 2009 to c.9550 in 2016. It is typically
younger than the Norfolk population with 23% under 15 years, 20.5% aged 16 to 29 and 20.6% aged 30
to 44, compared with the Norfolk rates of 16.9%, 16.2% and 16.7% respectively (2016 data). Just 79.4%
regard themselves as white British compared with 92.4% in Norfolk, with 20.6% in an ethnic minority
group (Norfolk 7.6%) and 7.8% in a BME group (Norfolk 3.5%). In this respect the Nelson ward
demographic is closer to England than Norfolk, using this classification.

Summary

The restoration of key buildings along the street has encouraged property owners to undertake their own works, either with support
from grants through this programme or independently. As a result only one building on the street remains boarded up and GYPT
are looking to acquire this building outside of this programme.

In terms of deprivation, the 5 LSOAs in the Nelson ward remain in the 10th highest (most deprived) decile
on the Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD), 2010 and 2015. Likewise, across the IMD domains of income,
employment, education and skills, health and disability, children and young people and adults, the five
wards are in the highest decile in IMD 2015. In respect to income, both income levels and national
ranking fell (more deprived) between 2010 and 2015 with the LSOA in which King Street and St George's
Plain are located now ranked 140/32,844 and the LSOA to the west of King Street ranked 92/32,844. A
similar picture of decline is seen across the Employment and Education and Skills domains with each
seeing significant falls in national ranking representing a worsening of the situation compared to the rest
of the country.
The economic and social decline needs to be seen in the context of the wider economic and social
changes across the country with the often voiced assertion that those least well off areas have been hit
the hardest. That the Nelson ward has declined amongst its peers provides an indication of the severity
of impact.
We are unable to state what impact the THI project has had or whether the decline described above
would have been worse had the intervention not taken place. However, we can point to the improved
environment, homes and employment created and suggest that these would not have happened without
the investment.
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Combined Project Impact
Living Environment

The IMD Living Environment domain measures both internal living environment (measures of quality of housing) and outdoor living
environment (air quality and road traffic accidents). The LSOA which incorporates much of King Street and St George’s Plain has
remained in the most deprived decile between the 2010 and 2015 in this domain (although its overall ranking has improved) while the
neighbouring LSOA to the north has fallen from decile 2 to decile 1. The LSOA to the west of King Street has however improved its
ranking and from decile 3 to decile 7. This domain represents a limited measure of the living environment. There are limitations to what
can be read into the data and there is no evidence that changes, positive or otherwise, could be attributed to the THI intervention.

Summary

Under the barriers to housing and services domain the LSOAs straddle the 4th, 5th and 6th decile, reflecting the deprived urban nature of
the environment. Under the crime domain all but one LSOA are in the 10th decile. The one exception being one of the three LSOAs in the
THI area.

Housing Quality
There is a shortage of affordable decent housing in Great
Yarmouth and King Street was particularly badly affected
with many vacant buildings and others let for housing in a
very poor condition. The THI scheme contributed to
improving housing quality by creating and supporting the
reuse of 24 residential units. Great Yarmouth Preservation
Trust directly created 7 units in three vacant and neglected
listed buildings now let out by the trust at an affordable
rent. The trust has not experienced any vacancy periods
with its residential units which suggests that there is a high
demand.
This has helped to shape GYPT’s strategic approach were
funding is borrowed to acquire, repair and convert
neglected vacant historic buildings for residential use
(where appropriate). Income generated services the loan
and keeps the building maintained into the future. The
properties are maintained by a social enterprise company
Norfolk Conservation Ltd, employing people trained on
projects such as the THI scheme. This strategic approach
was a direct result of the THI scheme.

Right: Rear of 135 King
Street after restoration.
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Combined Project Impact
Community Benefits

The establishment of a range of shops and cafes by migrant communities alongside the properties purchased by GYPT which
house community focused organisations and public sector cultural venues has created a culturally vibrant street. Consultation
undertaken by local Community Development Workers indicate local people still hold very different views. Some refer to the area
as “nicest area architecturally in the whole of Gt Yarmouth” while others still consider it to be a bit “run down”. The same opposing
views apply to how safe people feel in the area. Some say they have no concerns about being in the area after dark, while others
refer to it as a no go area. The management of St George’s Theatre reports that audiences still feel very uncomfortable being in
area at night with poor lighting and poor ‘street to seat experience’.

Summary

A mixture of units from one bed to three bed has enabled families as well as single people to live in King Street which in turn has
helped to shape and support communities. It is reported that this has provided a quality environment and security of tenure and
supported some of the most underprivileged in our society.

Survey results from before and after the programme report no change in satisfaction with place and community cohesion. It
should be noted that the repeat survey in 2017 was with a smaller sample than the 2008 survey and has not been published. We
are not therefore able to comment on the methodology or its findings.
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Review
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Project Management
The management of the programme was led by the Project Manager in their professional or voluntary roles. That the programme was
the capacity of his twin roles as Conservation Officer for GYBC and
delivered through a period of intense change and pressure on local
Projects Director for the GYPT.
government resources added to the lack of continuity and engagement
that resulted in the isolation of the Project Manager. The THI Project
Governance arrangements were complex with the requirement for the Manager continued to report to the programme board and local
Project Manager to report to the Programme Board, senior officers and authority managers and committees but largely operated autonomously
elected members (Portfolio Holders) at the Borough Council, the GYPT and with a lack of corporate oversight other than through the Trust’s
and the HLF.
governance which remained constant throughout the programme.
The THI Programme Board was established at the onset of the
programme and remained in place until the completion of St George’s
Theatre at which point it was re-established as the St George’s Theatre
Board with new trustees with an interest in the management and
operation of the theatre. These changes resulted in a loss of
understanding and expertise around the wider project and specifically
around building strategy and regeneration.

In some respects this was further compounded by the decision of the
Programme Board to re-form as a Theatre Board to concentrate on the
management and future development of St George’s Theatre. This
was at the expense of the wider programme and, in reflection, the need
for the continuation of a Programme Board was evident.

A small though very important example of the lack of governance
arrangements is in the absence of bi-annual programme monitoring
Arrangements were further complicated by the impact of significant
and evaluation reports. Such reports should capture organisational
changes to senior management structures at the Borough Council and learning as well as a record of work completed and outcomes
with changes to the controlling political administration. This contributed achieved.
to what could be seen as a loss in organisational memory and
commitment to the programme at a senior officer level within the
A further concern is the risk to sustainability and business continuity
authority.
that comes with what would appear to be the sole reliance on a single
individual.. Without the continuity and dedication of the Borough’s
Governance and project management can be seen as a significant
Preservation Officer (Project Manager) and the role played by GYPT
weakness of the programme with the THI Project Manager reporting
the outcomes of this project may have been very different.
that he would often struggle to keep the project on track and that there
was little resource or business support from the local authority. In this
respect the small conservation section was overstretched and the
involvement of the GYPT was critical.
It is unlikely in any circumstances that the partnership and governance
arrangements for such a programme would remain static over a 10
year delivery period. Any project which spans a whole decade will
inevitably see individuals involved in the project delivery move on from
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Finances and Timescale
The table below shows the allocation of grants, private and public sector
funding contributions to the project.

Projects

Common Fund
Private Sector
Grants

Other Public
Sector

Total Project
Cost

St George's Theatre 1,884,669

0

2,450,502

4,335,171

33 King Street

164,110

0

185,890

350,000

133 King Street

542,668

0

501,655

1,044,323

135 King Street

297,243

0

1,202,757

1,500,000

112 King Street
122 King Street
(Phase 1)
122 King Street
(Phase 2)
134 King Street

400,000

924,852

0

1,324,852

25,800

17,200

0

43,000

12,900

10,100

0

23,000

89,101

125,909

0

215,010

148 King Street

19,253

78,338

0

97,591

151 King Street

33,000

329,215

0

362,215

143 King Street

829

1,671

0

2500

Training

38,528

0

0

38,528

Artist Residencies

47,472

0

0

47,472

Evaluation

5,000

0

0

5,000

Total Spend

3,560,573

1,487,285

4,340,804

9,388,662

Common Fund

3,565,573

over/underspend

5,000

Overall the common fund investment provided a
good start, but with the scale of repair needed, and
the amount of vacancy it was only ever going to
make a small impact, especially as a large
proportion of the funding was identified for St
George’s Theatre.
The programme was originally scheduled for
completion in 2014. An extension was required
owing to the complexities of delivering an area
based grant scheme and the initial reliance on third
party funding contribution from property
owners. These contributions were not forthcoming
owing in part to the economic decline and the banks
not lending money (Great Yarmouth’s first THI
Scheme 2002-2007 coincided with relative
prosperity and the scheme was heavily
oversubscribed).
To ensure the delivery of the programme GYPT
responded by acquiring 3 buildings
and acting as the “developer of last resort” applied
for grant assistance from the THI. The process of
gaining approval and the acquisition, survey,
business planning, specification, tender, repair of
properties added to the length of the programme,
extending delivery into 2018.
This would appear to represent an appropriate and
flexible approach to achieving the programmes aims,
with due regard to governance arrangements.
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Exit Strategy and Conservation Management
As the Stage 2 bid stated the Conservation Area Appraisal and
Management Plan adopted in 2009 forms the basis of the exit strategy
for maintaining and managing the conservation area in the long
term. This document, available on the GYBC website, sets out the
Council’s policy and criteria for works to buildings and the public realm
within the King Street Conservation Area. The Council’s Conservation
Department is responsible for monitoring and progressing the plan.
The Stage 2 bid stated a Conservation Area Working group was to
be established out of the former Project Board to provide ‘a collective

voice for all issues relating to the conservation area, to promote
community engagement with heritage and to work closely with the
Community Neighbourhood Centre’ (5.71). However, as described in
the Project Management and Staffing section above, the demise of the
Project Board shortly after the completion of the St George’s Chapel
restoration have resulted in the Conservation Area Working Group not
being established. The work this group would have undertaken is now
largely covered by GYPT.

Built Environment
The THI programme has had a significant impact on the landscape of
one of the most deprived wards in the Eastern region. The injection of
funding into the ward through the Common Fund has enabled the
restoration of a number of key historic buildings, bringing them back into
a variety of uses. Furthermore, it has been a catalyst for further
investment and regeneration leading to the repair of other buildings in
poor condition that were outside the THI programme.
Prior to the project commencement a great many historic buildings and
shops in the street were in poor condition. Many were boarded up and
the impression was one of deprivation and neglect. As a result of the
investment, while many buildings in the street did not benefit from the
programme and still require repair and renovation, all but one shop, the
former gas showroom, is currently in use. GYPT are starting the process
of purchasing this property with the intention of undertaking repair and
renovation work. The street is now vibrant and active and organisations
including the GYPT and Comeunity have taken up offices in the street.
The THI programme has contributed to the regeneration of the wider
area, has averted the further deterioration and loss of historic buildings
and led to social, environmental and economic benefits which would not
have happened otherwise. It is significant that this has occurred over a
period of economic uncertainty, austerity and social change.

The building programme was not however able to deliver the ambitious
number of renovated buildings it set out to in the original and Stage 2
applications. At the time of writing nine buildings have been repaired
from the 27 originally identified. The reasons for the initially low take up
of common fund grants has been set out above and is further detailed in
the appendix. The necessary change of approach instigated in
response to the lack of building owners coming forward enabled three
historic buildings to move from private to public ownership and to be
brought back into use - thus increasing community access to heritage
which may not have been the case if the scheme had continued through
the original process of grant giving to private owners.
The new approach has also preserved heritage as it would have been
very unlikely the C16th paintings found in 135 King Street would have
been saved if the building had remained in private ownership.
Additional to the historic building works the programme also delivered
on the traffic management and hard landscaping of the area around St
George’s Theatre leading to improvement to the public realm.
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Operational Development, Partnerships,
and Sustainability
While there have been successes in building renovation and the initial
reuse these have not always resulted in the long term viability of the
new occupiers.

the function is new to the organisation responsible. As such GYPT has
explored different ways of overseeing the operations of the gallery and
studios in 133 King Street. Through these different approaches,
including volunteer panels and different management contracts, GYPT
have decided the best model of operation is for the gallery and studio
The success of the capital project to renovate St George’s Theatre is
spaces to be managed in house with bookings and programming for
sadly not mirrored in its operational development and
sustainability. The unsuccessful implementation of the business model exhibitions and community activities overseen by the Trust.
and the financial downturn impacting on public spend have been the
major factors leading to the financial crisis the Trust now finds itself in. While it is still establishing as a gallery space previous contractors
operating from the venue have created their own online promotion
which, in one particular case, is still very prominent. GYPT needs to
In response to the external consultants reports and recommendations
create its own online presence for the gallery as navigation to webextensive talks are taking place between management, trustees and
based information is not direct - this is as a result of a previous
officers and members of the Borough Council. With an audience
contracted operator using the Skipping’s Gallery name.
development plan now in place and community engagement on which
to build the stakeholders urgently need to identify the most appropriate
way forward for the venue to ensure financial stability long-term and
In relation to the partnership with SeaChange Arts, the brief against
opportunities for community engagement are maximised.
which artists were asked to set out their proposals was vague. While
this would have enabled a wide response by artists it didn’t detail any
specific criteria and target outcomes required by the wider project and
Alongside the financial situation the St George’s board and
identified in the Stage 2 bid, including exploration of The Rows through
management still have the challenges of building operation to
the creative workshops. This, along with a requirement for an end of
manage. The lack of handover resulting from the dispute around the
project report, would have helped to measure the success of the
pavilion build between the contractor and the client has left practical
project. GYPT are currently, undertaking a community project exploring
problems with the venue’s heating, plumbing and doors which remain
ongoing issues. Additionally, addressing the restoration from a heritage the Rows, funded through the Great Places scheme.
perspective while adapting the building to be flexible to accommodate a
range of uses has imposed compromises and challenges on its primary Through the delivery of the historic restoration training programme a
use as a theatre. The limited external lighting, signage and lack of
partnership with Gt Yarmouth College now known as East Coast
physical link between the two buildings has a negative impact on
College was established. This partnership is still active today and
audience experience while lack of raked seating, large dressing rooms, provides opportunities for students to gain valued experience through
foyer area in the auditorium and theatre lighting bars all add operational training opportunities provided by GYPT projects including the Rows,
challenge when compared to a purpose built venue.
Waterways, Cemeteries and Hopton Church restorations.

New ventures can require a degree of trial and error before arriving at a
model of operation most suitable to achieving its aims - especially when
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Recommendations
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Management and Governance
The number and the seniority of the personnel changes coupled
with the loss of an effective programme Board that occurred during
the lifespan of this programme has highlighted the critical
importance of continuity in management and governance
arrangements.

Without such continuity there is a risk to the operational integrity of
the project, to organisational learning and to business
continuity. The reliance upon a single Programme Manager to carry
the programme should be avoided in any future scheme.
There are personal and operational risks in not having sufficient
oversight and the absence of an effective programme Board should
have been noted and resolved at an earlier stage by senior
managers.
The programme delivered on many outcomes while not being able
to reach the number of buildings repaired that was initially
anticipated. The Programme Management demonstrated
innovation and flexibility in response to the low take up of grant aid
among building owners, transitioning to a position whereby the
GYPT was able to bring into public ownership and use historic
buildings that would otherwise have deteriorated further. The
funding body should be credited for their flexibility in allowing
the scheme to proceed in this way. As should GYPT for their
vision and for stepping in to support the leadership of the
project when it had the potential to fail.

Evaluation
Evaluation should form a key element of programme delivery
and throughout the programme greater consideration should
have been given to the collection and analysis of data and to
the evaluation and programme reporting. There was a need
for systematic means of collating data to be established from
onset to ensure business continuity through different
personnel and when external factors impact on scheme.
While the progress reports met the minimal requirements of
the funding body there was potential for further learning from
a more rigorous evaluation of the programme process and
outcomes. Biannual programme reports were not completed.
Similarly, when working with other agencies (in this case
training providers and the Borough’s Arts Development
Agency) a means needs to be established at the outset for
reporting back to ensure that data is collated and
reported. Evaluating the success of a three year project
which completed five years previously is challenging when
key individuals involved in the project management and
delivery are no longer associated with the town. If a means of
tracking training participants had been established the project
would of been able to assess the value of the training
programme and its impact long term.
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Summary of Recommendations
Governance arrangements should be
maintained throughout the life of any future
programmes and the over reliance upon a
single Programme Manager to carry the
programme should be avoided in any future
scheme.
The role of GYPT was clearly crucial to the
success of this project and the joint working
between the Borough and the Trust should
continue on current and future heritage and
conservation programmes.
Systematic processes should be adopted
from the onset of future projects for the
collation of data against all aspects of project
delivery. Such processes should capture
organisational learning as well as a record of
work completed and outcomes achieved.
St George’s Theatre Trust should work with
partner organisations and stakeholders to find
a sustainable business model that would
secure the operational viability of the Theatre
as a community asset.
GYPT and GYBC should explore the potential
to extend their current way of working whereby
the Council loans GYPT capital for the
purchase and renovation of historic buildings to
create new housing in the rental sector and
other community assets.
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Appendix

Projects identified as priorities but
not included in the final THI
scheme.
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Project
Number

Project
Name

Brief Description

Intended Outcomes

THI-2

39 and 40
King Street

Substantial Victorian Gas showrooms and offices. In need of considerable
internal repair and reordering to achieve sustainable end use. Vacant.

Owner unable to provide funding,
the condition of the building not
bad enough tor equire enforcement
action. The building is currently
being purchased by GYPT.

THI-3

48 King
Street

A 19th Century corner building with accommodation above and with
inappropriate windows and a poor shop front requiring full and comprehensive
repair of the historic fabric including roof, windows and Masonry and
conversion to commercial reuse.

Owner undertook some repairs
without grant assistance.

THI-4

49 King
Street

A 19th Century shop with accommodation above requiring some fabric repair
and reinstatement of appropriate shop front.
Ground floor shop with accommodation above.

Owner undertook some repairs
without grant assistance.

THI-5

50 King
Street

Repairs and enhancement of this 19th Century house converted to shop and
poorly converted back to a house in the late 20th century. Residential.

Owner undertook some repairs
without grant assistance.

THI-7

121 King
Street

Repair and enhancement of 19th Century house with 20th century shop front
and an older smokehouse/Warehouse to the rear.
Previously used as a shop with residential flat above and vacant to the rear.

Currently under repair by the owner
without grant assistance.

THI-9

123a King
Street

Substantial repairs to a pair of late 18th century houses converted to shops,
including fabric, window replacements, shop front enhancements. Previously
used as shop with vacant flat above.

Windows have been replaced
without grant assistance.

THI-10

124 and
125 King
Street

A prominent building comprising house with retail below dated 1854. 19th
century shop front fascia but most of the 20th century inserts. Requires
comprehensive repair, roof repairs, window repairs, fabric and Masonry
repairs. Ground floor Shop, vacant above.

Owner not willing to receive grant
aid but has independently
undertaken work of good quality to
safeguard and enhance property.

THI-11

128 and
129 King
Street

Late 19th Century pair of houses with shops below with ornate bargeboards
and interesting console brackets built over earlier fabric requiring
comprehensive repair and upgrading together with shop front
enhancements. Ground floor shop with residential above.

Owner not willing to receive grant
aid but has independently
undertaken work of good quality to
safeguard and enhance property.
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Project
Number

Project
Name

Brief Description

Intended Outcomes

THI-12

130 King
Street

An 18th Century house with crude 20th century shop front inserted in poor
condition and in need of a full and comprehensive repair including roof and
masonry. Previously used as a ground floor shop with vacant accommodation
above.

Owner not willing to receive grant
aid but has independently
undertaken work of good quality to
safeguard and enhance property.

THI-16

136 King
Street

An 1830 house with poor 20th century shop front requiring window and joinery
repairs, shopfront enhancement removal of concrete tiles. Used as restaurant
with residential above.

Owner not willing to receive grant
aid but has independently
undertaken work of good quality to
safeguard and enhance property.

THI-17

145 King
Street

Former St. George's Church rooms (1891). Facade and interior of Interest, the
rest of the building is a post 1945 rebuild. Repairs to fabric, terracotta,
masonry and joinery. Vacant.

Owner refused grant aid and works
have not been undertaken outside
of the THI scheme. State of
building repairs required are not
sufficient enough to take
enforcement action against the
property owner. Owner keen to
sell property but asking significant
amount over market value. **

THI-18

149-150
King Street

Former Brunswick Hotel (1850) with poor 20th century inserted flat roof and
infill facade. Requires full and comprehensive repair to entire fabric. Vacant.

Repaired and converted
independently without grant.

THI-19

38 King
Street

Early 19th century house in need of some localised masonry and joinery
repairs.

Repaired independently without
grant.

THI-23

57 and 58
King Street

19th century building with 20th century additions in need of restoration of
architectural features.

No progress

THI-24

131 King
Street

18th century house with earlier 17th century fabric.The building was neglected
for many years. In need of restoration of architectural features. Vacant.

Owner not willing to receive grant
aid but has independently
undertaken work of good quality to
safeguard and enhance property.
Repairs notice served.
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Project
Number

Project
Name

Brief Description

Intended Outcomes

THI-25

47 King
Street

Prominent 19th century corner building with accommodation above with good
19th century shop front. In need of some local repair and enhancement and
restoration of architectural features.

No progress

THI-26

142 King
Street

Early 19th century with 20th century shop front requiring restoration of
architectural features.

No progress

** It was disappointing that it was not possible to
incorporate St George’s Church Rooms into the
THI scheme. This prominent building in key
location directly opposite St George’s Theatre
would have enabled further spaces to be brought
within the remit of the Theatre, providing
valuable rehearsal, storage and dressing room
spaces. Unfortunately the owner was not willing
to sell the property for a sum against which the
use of public funds could have been justified.
The building is not in a sufficient state of neglect
to enable enforcement action to be taken against
the owner. The building remains unused.
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